




Contemporary library racks with three steel tubular uprights and diagonal stiffeners . Modern looks with a light appeal 
that is stronger than it looks. Shelves are powder coated steel or Beech. The outer bar is punched in a screen line 
distance of 20mm to take shelves and cabinets. Sliding door lockable cabinets are made of MFC in Beech or Light Grey  



One support and five shelves  
 
250mm deep steel shelves @ £132.00 
300mm deep steel shelves @ £136.00 
250mm deep steel shelves  with edge @ £148.00 
300mm deep steel shelves with edge @ £158.00 
250mm deep wooden shelves with edge @ £207.00 
300mm deep wooden shelves with edge @ £209.00 
 
One support and five shelves  
 
250mm deep steel shelves @ £129.00 
300mm deep steel shelves @ £133.00 
250mm deep steel shelves  with edge @ £145.00 
300mm deep steel shelves with edge @ £155.00 
250mm deep wooden shelves with edge @ £204.00 
300mm deep wooden shelves with edge @ £206.00 
 
 
 
One support one shelf four sloped shelves 
300mm deep steel shelves @ £155.00 
300mm deep steel shelves with edge @ £158.00 
300mm deep wooden shelves with edge @ £215.00 
 
 
 
One support shelf, one shelf four sloped shelves 
 300mm deep steel shelves @ £153.00 
300mm deep steel shelves with edge @ £155.00 
300mm deep wooden shelves with edge @ £212.00 
 
 
  



One support 3 shelves one cabinet 
 
300mm deep steel shelves @ £290.00 
300mm deep steel shelves with edge @ £303.00 
300mm deep wooden shelves with edge @ £328.00 
 
One support one shelf three sloped shelves 
One cabinet 
 
300mm deep steel shelves @ £309.00 
300mm deep steel shelves with edge @ £310.00 
300mm deep wooden shelves with edge @ £357.00 
 
Final support 
 
Depth 250mm @ £62.00 
Depth 300mm @ £64.00  
 
External Square  
For double sided racks  
(2 x depth + 60mm) 
250mm deep steel shelves @ £175.00 
300mm deep steel shelves @ £183.00 
250mm deep steel shelves with edge @ £175.00 
300mm deep steel shelves with edge  @ £183.00 
250mm deep Beech shelves with edge @ £206.00 
300mm deep wooden shelves with edge  @ £217.000  
 
  
 



Steel shelves without edge 
1000mm wide 250mm deep @ £15.00    1000mm wide 300mm deep @ £16.00 
Steel shelves with edge  
1000mm wide 250mm deep @ £17.00     1000mm wide 300mm deep @ £17.00 
Wooden shelves with edge 
1000mm wide 250mm deep @ £29.00     1000mm wide 300mm deep @ £30.00 
 
 
1000mm wide 250mm deep @ £14.00    1000mm wide 300mm deep @ £15.00 
Steel shelves with edge  
1000mm wide 250mm deep @ £16.00     1000mm wide 300mm deep @ £16.00 
Wooden shelves with edge 
1000mm wide 250mm deep @ £28.00     1000mm wide 300mm deep @ £29.00 
 
Sloping shelves  
 
1000mm wide 300mm deep @ £17.00 750mm wide 300mm deep £16.00  
Wooden with edge  
1000mm wide 300mm deep @ £29.00 750mm wide 300mm deep £28.00 
 
 
 
Additional lateral support  
250mm deep @ £2.40  
300mm deep @ £2.50  
 
 
Movable divider  
 
250mm deep £7.50 
300mm deep £8.00 
 
 
 
 

Inscribing support 
1000mm wide £24.00 
750mm wide £23.00  

All prices exclude VAT and include delivery to 
mainland UK  


